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The initial conditions problem
Testing the seesaw mechanism:

+ ν oscillation data predictions on the 
seesaw mechanism!

But:
leptogenesispreexistent

what if ??

Need strong thermal Leptogenesis:
Independence of the  

initial conditions!
Easy achievement in unflavoured models:

strong washout regime -              - guarantees strong thermal 
Leptogenesis.

Not so easy considering flavour effects!
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Heavy flavour states: each      is a specific coherent 

superpositions of light (e,μ,τ) 
flavour states: heavy flavour 

(leptonic) state

associated to a direction in the ordinary flavour space

Washout processes from RH neutrinos’ inverse decay involve 
leptons lying on these specific directions, breaking down the 

heavy flavour coherence!
Charged leptons’  Yukawa interaction: depending on the temperature  
regime can be fast enough to break      ‘s coherence 

If so, a washout process involves all components in the 
incoherent mixture obtained! 

Strong thermal Leptogenesis??
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• T⪞1012 GeV: Heavy flavour regime

• 1012⪞T⪞109 GeV: Two-flavours regime

• 109 GeV ⪞ T: Light flavours regime 

Consider three decoherence regimes:

,
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For every mass pattern check successful strong thermal  
    leptogenesis:
•  
•  

Initial condition is specified by:

Washout: flavoured Boltzmann equations
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Figure 3: The three possible mass patterns where at least one RH neutrino mass is

comprised between 10
9
GeV and 10

12
GeV.

Let us start from the case where the two heavier RH neutrino masses M2,3 � 10
12
GeV

and only 10
12
GeV � M1 � 10

9
GeV. The evolution of the residual pre-existing asym-

metry proceeds through the same steps as in the heavy flavoured scenario until the end

of the N2 washout at T ∼ TB2, where it is expressed by the eq. (37).

At this point an important difference arising between the two scenarios. In the light

flavoured scenario that we are considering, before the onset of the N1 washout processes,

the tauon charged lepton interactions become effective. In this way the τ component

of the quantum lepton states is measured and one obtains an incoherent mixture of a τ

component, of a component �pτ̃2 , the projection of the �2 component on the τ̃ plane, and

finally of a component �pτ̃2̃ , the projection of the �2 orthogonal component on the τ̃ plane.

We can therefore decompose the asymmetry as

Np
B−L(10

12
GeV � T � M1) = [p2τ N

p
∆2
(TB3) e

− 3π
8 K2 + p2̃τ N

p
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(TB3)] (41)

+ (1− p2τ )N
p
∆2
(TB3) e

− 3π
8 K2

+ (1− p2̃τ )N
p
∆2̃
(TB3) , (42)

where the three terms on the right-hand side are just respectively given by Np
∆τ

, Np
∆τ̃2

and Np
∆τ̃

2̃
and where p2̃τ = p2̃3τ + p2̃3̃τ .

When finally the N1 wash-out processes act on the pre-existing asymmetry, one has to

distinguish the wash-out acting on Np
∆τ

, ruled by K1τ ≡ p1τ K1, and the wash-out acting

on Np
∆τ̃2

, ruled by K1τ̃ ≡ (1− p1τ )K1. At the end of this stage, at T ∼ TB1, N
p
∆τ

will be

therefore given by

Np
∆τ (TB1) = [p2τ N

p
∆2
(TB3) e

− 3π
8 K2 + p2̃τ N

p
∆2̃
(TB3)] e

− 3π
8 K1τ . (43)
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Tauon N2-dominated scenario: M3>1012 GeV>M2>109 GeV>M1 
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0) T>M3

Before Leptogenesis’ onset. Preexistent leptons in yellow



The τ-N2 scenario step by step

NR3’s processes are active. Components in red are washed out

0) T>M3

1) T~M3 K3>>1



The τ-N2 scenario step by step

τ-Yukawa interactions break the heavy flavour state’s coherence. The 
asymmetry along τ is now a pure Leptogenesis product
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K2τ>>1
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The τ-N2 scenario step by step

0) T>M3

1) T~M3 K3>>1
2) T~M2

3) T~M2

NR1 processes: strong washout on the e-μ plane only. The remaining 
preexistent asymmetry is erased maintaining the produced one

4) T~M1

K1e>>1

K1μ>>1
K1τ<<1
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Epilogue
Leptogenesis explains the observed BAU and, via the seesaw 
mechanism, the neutrino mass scale in a natural way

Considering flavour effects the problem of initial conditions in 
Leptogenesis has no trivial solution anymore

Heavy neutrinos’ mass pattern plays a key role in the analyses, 
defining different scenarios 

Successful strong Leptogenesis is realised only via the tauon N2-
dominated setup - natural within  SO(10) GUTs

Working hypotheses: three RH neutrinos
hierarchical RH neutrino spectrum
minimal type I seesaw, no SuSy


